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Solid-state ionization chambers are presented based on thin diamond crystals

that allow pulse-resolved intensity measurements at a hard X-ray free-electron

laser (FEL), up to the 4.5 MHz repetition rate that will become available at the

European XFEL. Due to the small X-ray absorption of diamond the thin

detectors are semi-transparent which eases their use as non-invasive monitoring

devices in the beam. FELs are characterized by strong pulse-to-pulse intensity

fluctuations due to the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) process and

in many experiments it is mandatory to monitor the intensity of each individual

pulse. Two diamond detectors with different electrode materials, beryllium and

graphite, were tested as intensity monitors at the XCS endstation of the Linac

Coherent Light Source (LCLS) using the pink SASE beam at 9 keV. The

performance is compared with LCLS standard monitors that detect X-rays

backscattered from thin SiN foils placed in the beam. The graphite detector can

also be used as a beam position monitor although with rather coarse resolution.

1. Introduction

X-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) deliver X-ray pulses of a few

tens of femtoseconds duration with extreme peak intensities.

The intensity varies from pulse to pulse due to the stochastic

nature of the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)

process that is responsible for the intense laser-like X-ray

pulses (Kondratenko & Saldin, 1980; Bonifacio et al., 1984).

In order to quantify the intensity of every pulse at various

positions along the beam path it is necessary to employ fast

and highly transparent intensity detectors. High transparency

ensures a minimum attenuation of the beam as it travels to

the experiment even with several detectors inserted simulta-

neously. In this respect up to 10 mm-thick Si or 100 mm-thick

diamond is acceptable for X-ray energies above 5 keV. A small

X-ray absorption cross section as encountered in low-Z

materials also reduces radiation-induced damage of the

detector caused by ablation (Bionta, 2000; London et al., 2001;

Hau-Riege et al., 2007, 2010; Koyama et al., 2013a). At the

European X-ray Free Electron Laser (Altarelli, 2015), the

pulse-to-pulse spacing inside a pulse train is 220 ns (4.5 MHz).

An upgrade of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)

(Emma et al., 2014) plans for equidistant pulses with a repe-

tition rate as high as 1 MHz. Often, diode-type detectors are

considered as RC circuits with a time constant of � = RC where

R and C are the detector resistance and capacitance, respec-

tively. Obviously, � needs to be much faster than 220 ns for
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pulse-resolved intensity measurements at the European

XFEL.

Gas detectors are less efficient at high photon energies but

can in principle be used as non-invasive intensity monitors

(Hau-Riege et al., 2008; Tiedtke et al., 2008). However, they

require gas exchange piping and entrance/exit windows, or

long differential pumping sections which are not always

possible to implement. Detectors relying on measurement of

radiation scattered off thin foils inserted into the beam have

also been employed for this purpose (Tono et al., 2011; Feng et

al., 2011; Herrmann et al., 2014; Kudo et al., 2012). However,

the use of scattered radiation has the disadvantage that the

differential scattering cross section is highly energy-dependent

so it is difficult to perform a good calibration over the entire

spectrum and obtain absolute intensity values. Compared with

other solid-state detector materials, diamond has the advan-

tage of a very high thermal conductivity which will help

dissipate the average absorbed power. Furthermore, the

threshold for single-pulse ablation is high. Diamond is thus the

detector material of choice for FEL applications. However,

such solid-state detectors require electrodes on both sides of

the absorbing sensor material that the X-ray beam also will

traverse. The choice of electrode material will be discussed

later.

Single-crystalline chemical vapor deposited (scCVD)

diamond detectors have been used previously at synchrotron

sources, either as intensity monitors (Morse et al., 2007; De Sio

et al., 2007; Keister & Smedley, 2009) or as quadrant beam

position monitors (BPMs) (Morse et al., 2007, 2010; Bohon et

al., 2010; Keister et al., 2011; Desjardins et al., 2014). In addi-

tion, homogeneous BPMs using electrodes on each crystal

edge (Pomorski et al., 2009) are available. The rapid speed of

diamond detectors was already exploited to detect intensity

and position at the bunch frequency of a synchrotron X-ray

source (Morse et al., 2010; Antonelli et al., 2013). Recently,

pixelated diamond detectors have been developed to serve

as semi-transparent two-dimensional beam imagers (Zhou et

al., 2015).

Here, we discuss the use of diamond as in-line semi-trans-

parent intensity monitors or BPMs at a hard X-ray FEL. FELs

are fully transverse coherent sources so electrode edges or any

other features cannot be allowed over the beam footprint

because this would lead to interference patterns in the trans-

mitted beam. Moreover, similar to the detector material,

materials as light as possible are favored for the electrodes in

order to avoid ablation and consequently the detectors

discussed here are only using materials with Z � 6. We thus

present two diamond detectors with beryllium and graphite as

electrode materials.

2. Boundary conditions

2.1. Absorption

To limit absorption, a detector as thin as possible is

preferred although the signal strength is proportional to the

detector thickness in the thin detector limit. X-ray pulse

intensities at XFELs are sufficiently high to give a strong

detector signal even if the absorption is only 1% or below. Si

detectors are available down to 5 mm (Fuchs et al., 2008) and

diamond detectors are now reaching thicknesses down to

20 mm (Shimaoka et al., 2016) for large areas and even less if

the diamond crystal is thinned down over a limited region

(Desjardins et al., 2014). However, already at a thickness of

40 mm, diamond absorbs less than 22% for energies above

5 keV (see Fig. 1, top), equivalent to 5 mm of Si. Higher

transparency also reduces the amount of heat generated in the

detector by absorption. This can be a significant problem at

high-repetition-rate XFELs: for example, one absorbs up to

6.3 W of the pink beam at 5 keV at the European XFEL with a

transmission T of 77.5% in a 40 mm-thick diamond crystal.

2.2. Diamond ablation and graphitization thresholds

Single XFEL pulses can be intense enough to remove solid

matter almost instantaneously through the creation of a
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Figure 1
Top: absorption in Si and diamond as a function of photon energy.
Bottom: energy deposited per atom and per pulse for different materials,
calculated for a detector placed 30 cm upstream of the sample position at
the MID station of the European XFEL in a pink SASE beam. The beam
size is calculated assuming one of the standard focusing schemes available
at MID (collimated, then focused) (Madsen et al., 2013). The ablation
(graphitization) threshold is at approximately 1 eV (0.7 eV) absorbed
energy per atom and per pulse. The step at around 8 keV comes from
different operation modes at the European XFEL.



plasma, an effect denoted ablation (Hau-Riege et al., 2007;

Koyama et al., 2013b). As a rule of thumb, the critical

threshold for single-shot ablation is reached when the energy

absorbed per atom, � = �absNE=A, is larger than 1 eV. Here N,

E and A are the number of photons per pulse, the photon

energy and the beam area, respectively. The larger the atomic

number Z of the absorbing material, the higher the absorption

cross section �abs and the lower the required beam flux for

ablation. Low-Z detector and electrode materials are there-

fore desired. Electrodes can, for instance, be diamond-like

carbon (DLC), graphite or beryllium, in order not to exceed

Z = 6. Fig. 1 (bottom) shows calculations of � for Be, C, Al and

Si in a focused beam at the Materials Imaging and Dynamics

(MID) endstation of the European XFEL, 30 cm upstream of

the sample position, and compares it with the approximate

1 eV atom�1 limit for ablation. From the figure it is obvious

that when operating with diamond and beryllium there is a

safety margin in the entire photon energy range, even under

these extreme conditions. This is not the case for more

conventional materials like silicon or aluminium.

In addition to the risk of material ablation, a particular

problem for diamond is graphitization. At a lower photon flux

than required for ablation, the diamond structure can be

transformed into graphite or amorphous carbon by beam

illumination. If the bulk of the diamond plate transforms to

graphite it will lead either to a short circuit or to a change in

the otherwise homogeneous electric field inside the detector

leading to malfunctioning. The threshold for graphitization

was calculated to be 0.7 eV atom�1 (Medvedev et al., 2013a,b)

and later confirmed in experiments (Gaudin et al., 2013;

Tavella et al., 2017). In comparison, the critical thresholds for

thermal and non-thermal melting of Si have been calculated to

be 0.65 eV and 0.9 eV, respectively (Medvedev et al., 2015).

However, these numbers are reached at much fewer incident

photons N because the absorption cross section �abs is higher

for Si than for C. Hence, diamond detectors are still much

favored for XFEL applications compared with Si-based

devices.

2.3. European XFEL time structure and detector time constant

The European XFEL exhibits a time structure with 600 ms-

long photon pulse trains that arrive at a repetition rate of

10 Hz. Inside each train a maximum of 2700 pulses are equally

spaced at a frequency of 4.5 MHz, thus having 220 ns pulse-to-

pulse separation. Each photon pulse has a duration �100 fs.

The detector and the circuit must allow an intensity

measurement of each individual photon pulse, hence requiring

a time constant of the full setup �exp
<
� 50 ns, depending on the

detailed shape of the signal decay (see Fig. 2).

As the drift velocities for electrons and holes in diamond at

saturation are vs;e ’ 2 � 105 m s�1 and vs;h ’ 1 � 105 m s�1,

respectively (Wort & Balmer, 2008), the rise time of the

detected signal will be very fast, typically less than 1 ns for a

40 mm-thick diamond. The signal decay time is determined by

the detector and measurement circuit together. We consider

the setup as an RC circuit that exhibits a time constant � = RC.

Fig. 2 shows the expected time behavior of the detector

current for three different time constants and at 4.5 MHz

repetition rate. Ideally the signal has fully decayed before the

next pulse arrives 220 ns later and, as the figure illustrates, a

decay time � of 50 ns or less is preferred.

The capacitance of the diamond detector is Cdet = "r"0A=d,

where the relative permittivity of scCVD diamond is assumed

to be "r ’ 5.7 (commonly accepted value) although recent

measurements might indicate a lower value of 4.6 (Fraimo-

vitch et al., 2016). A is the area of the electrodes as they define

the high-electric-field region, and d is the thickness of the

diamond plate. There are different contributions to the

resistance: Rtot is obtained as the sum of the sheet resistance of

the electrode material (Relectrode), the contact resistance at the

interface (Rinterface) between diamond and the electrodes, and

the measurement circuit resistance (Rmeasure), often 50 �. The

electrodes need to be as conductive as possible and electrically

well connected to the bulk diamond in order to reduce the

detector contribution Rdet = Relectrode + Rinterface. A good elec-

trode-to-bulk connection is an ohmic contact, as opposed to a

contact exhibiting a Schottky barrier, but this is difficult to

achieve with metallizations on diamond (Tachibana & Glass,

1995). The final time constant �exp is
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Figure 2
Top: illustration of the time constant required in order to enable
detection of each pulse’s intensity, separated by 220 ns at the European
XFEL, and avoiding signal pile-up. Bottom: sketch of the detector
visualized as an RC circuit.



�exp ¼ Rtot Cdet

¼ Rmeasure þ Relectrode þ Rinterfaceð ÞCdet: ð1Þ

A sketch of the detector and measurement circuit is shown in

Fig. 2 with the different contributions to �exp indicated.

2.4. Stored and created charges

When a bias voltage Ubias is applied to a solid-state diamond

detector it is charged like a capacitor. The stored charge is

given by

Qstored ¼ Ubias Cdet ¼ Ubias "r"0

�
A=d

�
: ð2Þ

These charges create an electric field inside the diamond

sensor that allows the electron–hole pairs created by the

absorbed X-rays during a photon pulse to be separated and

collected. For each absorbed photon pulse, a certain number

of electron–hole pairs and thus a certain charge Qcreated is

created. In diamond, the creation of an electron–hole pair

requires about 13 eV (Pomorski et al., 2005). We have thus

Qcreated ¼ Nð1� TÞ
E

13 eV

� �
e; ð3Þ

where ð1� TÞ is the absorbed fraction of incoming photons,

e is the elementary charge, and N is the number of photons

pulse�1. Ideally, the created charge is smaller than the stored

charge; if not, the applied field will break down in the irra-

diated region and the electron–hole pairs might recombine

instead of being collected at the electrode (see x2.5).

As an example, consider a 40 mm-thick diamond crystal,

1011 incident photons per pulse at 10 keV, 4 mm � 4 mm large

electrodes and a bias voltage of 160 V. This leads to an

absorption ð1� TÞ of 4% and Cdet = 20 pF. We see that

Qstored = 3.2 nC is much smaller than Qcreated = 490 nC.

Obviously, the field will break down during the absorption

of the X-ray pulse. An extra capacitor in parallel with the

detector would improve the capability to store charges

(Griesmayer, 2015). This will increase the time constant �exp as

the total capacitance grows but if Rdet is sufficiently small it

can be tolerated. Also, increasing the applied bias voltage

increases the amount of stored charges.

2.5. Charge carrier lifetimes

Typical lifetimes of charge carriers in high-quality scCVD

diamond are around 1 ms (Isberg et al., 2002; Pomorski et al.,

2007). For heteroepitaxially grown diamond, the lifetime

depends on the dislocation density which varies with growth

thickness. Comparing with recent lifetime measurements of

similar crystals, we expect a charge carrier lifetime of a few

nanoseconds for the graphite electrode detector presented

here (Mayr et al., 2018). According to these data we suspect

that heteroepitaxially grown crystals with lifetimes above

10 ns are within reach.

If the charge carrier lifetimes are smaller than the time

constant of the measurement circuit and the created charges

outnumber the stored ones, a partial recombination of created

charges will occur. Adding the extra capacitor in order to

increase the amount of stored charges furthermore allows the

created charges to be extracted and buffered before they can

recombine if the charge carrier lifetime is too small.

3. Fabrication and characterization of two diamond
detectors

3.1. Be electrode detector

The diamond plate is a 4 mm � 4 mm scCVD diamond of

40 mm thickness with a thickness variation of �1 mm. Its

surface roughness is approximately 10 nm. A 3 mm � 3 mm

area on both sides of the diamond was coated with 250 nm

beryllium without buffer layer, thus avoiding any high-Z

material. The coating was carried out by Lebow Company,

USA, after a proprietary plasma cleaning step was applied.

The coating process was performed employing electron beam

heated evaporation of Be; the diamond was held at room

temperature. Ultrasonic wire bonding used standard AlSi wire

(99% Al content) to connect the electrodes to a ceramic

printed circuit board (PCB), see Fig. 3. The theoretical sheet

resistance of a 250 nm-thick Be electrode is 1 � square�1 and

the capacitance of the diamond plate is calculated as Cdet =

11 pF. Taking the 50 � readout circuit into account, a time

constant of �exp = 0.6 ns is hence expected if the Be–C inter-

face resistance Rinterface is negligible. The detector signal did

not show such a fast response in any of the tests which could

be explained by the effects of Qcreated > Qstored and/or by a non-

negligible interface resistance which would thus increase �exp.

Interface effects between diamond and Be have to be inves-

tigated more closely in the future in order to optimize the

detector design.

3.1.1. Alpha-particle tests. The quality of the Be-electrode

detector in terms of energy resolution was tested via irradia-

tion of the assembled detector with a 241Am �-particle source.

The �-particles have an energy of 5.486 MeV and a penetra-

tion range of�13 mm into diamond. The collected charges are

integrated for each detected �-particle and this signal is added

to a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) histogram, shown in Fig. 4.

At a bias voltage higher than about 10 V (0.25 V mm�1), all

created electron–hole pairs are collected, similar to other
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Figure 3
Left: photograph of the assembled Be-coated diamond detector with the
PCB and the square diamond plate inside in the center. Right: microscope
image of the wire bonds connecting the Be electrode (bright) on the
diamond substrate (gray) to the PCB (black).



detector tests reported in the literature (see, for example,

Morse et al., 2010).

To determine the detector’s energy resolution from the

injection of �-particles, the histograms shown in Fig. 4 must be

deconvoluted with a response function (not shown) that was

measured via charge injection into the measurement circuit.

We find that, starting from a bias voltage of 20 V, the resolu-

tion of the detector is constant and about 0.6% FWHM. This

proves the good scCVD diamond quality that is fully

compatible with quantitative X-ray intensity measurements.

3.2. Graphite electrode detector

This detector is based on a single-crystalline diamond plate

produced via heteroepitaxial growth on an iridium substrate,

manufactured at the University of Augsburg. Heteroepitaxial

growth on wafer-size substrates facilitates the synthesis of

large diamond plates (Schreck, 2014; Stehl et al., 2013). After a

thickness of approximately 30 mm has been reached, the

diamond layer becomes single crystalline, i.e. the initially

present closed grain boundary network has vanished. In order

to obtain the best crystalline quality by a reduction of the

dislocation density, growth is continued for many hundreds of

micrometers but only the upper region is used for the detector.

The lower region is removed by laser cutting and the top plate

(7 mm � 7 mm) further thinned down by etching. The final

diamond crystal thickness is 90 mm. The graphite electrodes

have been produced subsequently via illumination of the

diamond crystal by a high-energy carbon ion-beam through a

mask (4 mm � 4 mm), followed by an annealing procedure.

The carbon ion-beam bombardment results in amorphization

of the surface region (about 250 nm) and leads to creation of

sp2 bonds between atoms. The annealing further enhances the

graphitic bonding resulting in a low-resistivity graphitic layer

(Kalish & Prawer, 1995). A carbon ion-beam is used for

bombardment as this does not introduce impurities in the

diamond. Alternatively, laser irradiation can also be employed

to generate such graphite electrodes and is used for example

in pixelated diamond detectors (Komlenok et al., 2016).

The resistance of the graphite electrodes is around

100 � square�1 which is large enough to apply two electrodes

per side and detect the position of the X-ray pulse via the

difference between the measured currents. This scheme can be

improved to perform perpendicular measurements of both

transverse positions (two-dimensional) while still allowing a

bias voltage to be applied (Pomorski et al., 2009). The appli-

cation of the bias voltage and signal readout to the surface of

the graphite electrode was made by simple clamping using

copper–beryllium springs. The detector is shown in Fig. 5.

Owing to the electrode sizes and the diamond thickness, this

detector has a capacitance of about Cdet = 9 pF. Neglecting

Rinterface and using Rmeasure = 50 �, a signal decay time of �exp =

1.4 ns is thus expected.

3.2.1. Homogeneity. The homogeneity and uniformity in

thickness and response of the detector was tested using an

X-ray beam of 0.1 mm � 0.1 mm size at the ID06 beamline of

the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). The

photon energy was 10.76 keV, selected by a Si(111) mono-

chromator. The graphite detector was placed in between an

ionization chamber and a Si p-i-n diode for normalization

purposes. Three Keithley pico-ampere meters collected the

time-averaged current created by the X-rays absorbed in the

three detectors. The bias voltage applied to the diamond

detector was 50 V. Fig. 6 shows a homogeneous transmission

over the full detector area (top) as detected by the down-

stream Si p-i-n diode and a mostly uniform signal response of

the diamond detector itself (bottom). The corner regions are

brighter due to fluorescence radiation created in the copper–

beryllium clamps. The three central bright spot-like regions

are undesired, however. Such features are not uncommon in
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Figure 5
The diamond detector with graphite electrodes: from left to right, electrode fabrication, finished detector and housing.

Figure 4
Histogram of collected signal heights using a 241Am �-particle source and
applying different bias voltages.



scCVD diamond (Morse et al., 2007) and are referred to as

‘hot’ defects. Here, they are giving current readings up to five

times higher than experienced in the flat plateau region. The

defect sizes can be up to 100 mm but other than that the

response is uniform within �3%.

4. Experimental setup at LCLS

Experiments have been performed at the XCS beamline of the

LCLS (Robert et al., 2013; Alonso-Mori et al., 2015) in order to

characterize the temporal response of the detectors in a hard

X-ray FEL beam. A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 7. The

electron bunch charge was 180 pC, the photon energy E =

9 keV, the photon pulse repetition rate 120 Hz, and the

duration of individual pulses about 33 fs. The pink SASE

beam passing via a horizontal-offset mirror reached the

detector without use of any focusing optics. A slit and

absorber system limited the flux to�1011 photons pulse�1. All

detector tests were performed in air. Downstream of the

diamond detector a camera coupled to a scintillator screen

(not shown in Fig. 7) allowed the transmitted beam to be

imaged for alignment purposes.

In order to evaluate the linearity of the output signal

coming from the diamond detectors, four other detectors

installed at the XCS beamline were used for calibration. These

were (i) a gas ionization chamber downstream of the undu-

lator but upstream of the horizontal offset mirror yielding Igas,

(ii) a set of four diodes detecting photons scattered off a Si3N4

foil (Feng et al., 2011) placed 48 m upstream of the diamond

detector, giving Iarray1, (iii) a similar set 1 m upstream of the

diamond detector, giving Iarray2, and (iv) a single Si p-i-n diode

positioned next to the diamond detector and detecting

photons scattered from a Kapton window at the end of the

beam pipe 20 cm upstream of the diamond detector, giving

ISi3. Only one diamond detector was used at a time and aligned

with the camera system.

The current signal from the diamond detectors was atte-

nuated by up to 33 dB using passive SMA attenuators (Mini-

Circuits VAT series). This allows matching the signal height

to the working range of the Acqiris digitizer SC 240 that

collected the detector’s signal from each photon pulse at

2 GS s�1, i.e. 0.5 ns resolution. Four untreated signal traces

from the graphite diamond detector are shown in the inset

of Fig. 7.

5. Results

5.1. Signal shape and duration

Eight thousand pulse traces were recorded for both

diamond detectors, together with the integrated signals of the

Si reference detectors. The right-hand column of Fig. 8 shows

the integrated signals for 5000 X-ray pulses: in blue, the

diamond detectors are shown (top: Be electrode detector;

bottom: graphite electrode detector); in red, the Si p-i-n diode

signal ISi3. A large signal variation from pulse to pulse is

visible, caused by the strong SASE intensity fluctuations. The

experimental conditions have been similar for both detectors
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Figure 6
Top: transmission through the diamond, showing homogeneous thickness (left: three-dimensional plot; right: projection). Bottom: diamond detector
response. Three hot spots are clearly visible in the response. The corner regions show higher intensity levels due to the copper clamps creating
fluorescent X-rays that are absorbed by the underlying diamond. Data taken at ID06, ESRF.



with no attenuation of the X-ray beam

and �33 dB attenuation of the detector

signal prior to connecting to the fast

digitizer. Only the slit settings have

been slightly different (0.6 mm �

0.1 mm for the Be detector and 0.2 mm

� 0.2 mm for the graphite detector) and

the bias voltage was 160 Vand 100 V for

the Be and graphite detectors, respec-

tively. Fig. 8, left column, shows selected

individual signal traces for the Be elec-

trode detector (top) and the graphite

detector (bottom), representing a very

weak, a weak, a moderate, a strong and

a very strong SASE pulse out of the

5000 pulses shown on the right. For

both diamond detectors, dips can be

observed at t = 8 ns and 15 ns in the

traces recorded by the digitizer. These

features are likely caused by a slight

impedance mismatch between detector

and acquisition electronics leading to a

signal reflection. An optimization on

this point is foreseen in the future

detector development but it has little

effect on the data.

The Be electrode detector signals

decay much slower than the expected
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Figure 7
Beamline layout of the detector test experiments at LCLS. The principal components are shown with the used intensity monitors and their positions
relative to the diamond detector (z = 0). To the right is shown the Acqiris digitizer and four signals measured with the graphite electrode diamond
detector.

Figure 8
Left: selected individual traces of the Be electrode detector (top) and the graphite electrode
detector (bottom). Note the different time scales. Right: integrated diamond detector signal (blue)
for 5000 consecutive pulses compared with the integrated Si p-i-n diode monitor signal (red) for
each of the two detectors: Be electrode detector (top) and graphite electrode detector (bottom).



time constant (Fig. 8, top left). The signal shape follows an

exponential decay for weak and moderate pulses, but at higher

photon intensities the shape starts deviating from this func-

tional form. Pulses of higher intensity are of significant longer

duration. We believe this behavior is caused mainly by a

breakdown of the applied field that is screened by the large

amount of charges created inside the diamond, outnumbering

the stored charges responsible for the applied field. The

collapse of that field reduces the drift velocities of holes and

electrons [in fact it replaces the directed drift velocity in the

presence of an electric field by a diffusive motion at thermal

velocities, accidentally of similar magnitude (Ščajev et al.,

2013), but isotropic] and delays the charge collection. Fortu-

nately, carrier lifetimes in scCVD diamond are much larger

than the signal widths obtained here, so all charges are

eventually detected nonetheless while the bias field is gradu-

ally restored.

The signal from the graphite electrode detector is very fast.

After reaching the peak value the signal exhibits an expo-

nential decay with a time constant in the range 2–3 ns (Fig. 8,

bottom left), not significantly different from the ideal value of

�exp = 1.4 ns. This short signal duration is surprising compared

with the Be electrode detector because (a) the bias voltage is

lower and (b) the thickness is larger and hence more charges

should be created. We thus believe that the measured fast

signal duration is in fact the consequence of the short charge-

carrier lifetimes in heteroepitaxially grown diamond (possibly

a few nanoseconds only). The recombination of charges is also

visible in the analysis of the integrated signals (see below).

5.2. Detection efficiency

The integrated signal Qpulse detected by the fast digitizer

was very different for the two detectors, although the

incoming flux was similar and the detector thicknesses only

differ by a factor of about two, though the electric field

generated by the bias voltage differed by a factor of four.

We have

Qpulse ¼ ð1=RmeasureÞ
R

UðtÞ dt ð4Þ

where UðtÞ is measured by the digitizer (must be corrected by

the �33 dB signal attenuation) and Rmeasure = 50 �. Knowing

Qpulse, it is possible to calculate how many electron–hole (e-h)

pairs are created, how many photons were detected and how

many photons were incident on the detector per pulse:

N e-h
pulse ¼

1

e

� �
Qpulse; ð5Þ

N absorbed
pulse ¼

13 eV

E

� �
N e-h

pulse; ð6Þ

N incident
pulse ¼

1

1� T

� �
N absorbed

pulse : ð7Þ

The strongest pulse for the Be electrode detector (red

curve, top left of Fig. 8) leads to Qpulse = 141 nC and N incident
pulse =

3 � 1010. Given the linac operation parameters, mirror

transmission and the slit settings upstream of the detector,

a photon flux of �7 � 1010 photons pulse�1 is expected

according to estimates by LCLS. This is a rather good agree-

ment. Better agreement is obtained when following rule-of-

thumb estimates for the integrated signal of the four Si p-i-n

diodes Iarray2, which receive the scattered intensity of a 1 mm-

thick Si3N4 foil. This detector has not been calibrated and we

have to extrapolate from known values of a similar detector at

the XPP beamline, using a different gain setting and a thinner

scattering foil. The estimated flux in this case is 3.2 �

1010 photons for the strongest pulses.1 The single in-air Si p-i-n

diode, ISi3, mounted adjacent to our diamond detector cannot

be used for flux estimations, as it is collecting scattering from

air and the vacuum window under ill-defined conditions.

The strongest curve for the graphite electrode detector (red

curve, bottom left of Fig. 8) only integrates to Qpulse = 13 nC,

despite having a higher absorption due to its higher crystal

thickness. We obtain N incident
pulse = 1.3 � 109, i.e. more than an

order of magnitude below expectation. Obviously the initial

signal height is insufficiently sampled at 0.5 ns and a much

faster digitizer would be needed to resolve the peak. Also, the

applied bias voltage was smaller than in the Be electrode case;

an effect amplified by the larger crystal thickness, leading to

a field strength of 1 V mm�1. A better explanation for the

missing collected charges would be, however, that the hetero-

epitaxially grown diamond exhibits smaller carrier lifetimes

and hence a large part of the charges recombine before

entering the detection circuit.

5.3. Bias voltage dependence

Although a complete charge collection in diamond can be

obtained at voltages as low as �0.1 V mm�1 (Morse et al.,

2010; Pomorski et al., 2005), and 0.2 V mm�1 was observed to

be sufficient in the �-particle test with the Be-coated detector

(see Fig. 4), the time behavior of the detector signal still varies

with the bias voltage, until saturation of the drift velocity is

reached below �10 V mm�1 (Pomorski et al., 2006, 2008). The

measurements with the graphite electrode detector have only

been performed at a bias voltage of 100 V, thus almost exactly

at 1 V mm�1. The bias voltage of the Be detector was varied

between 10 and 160 V (upper limit chosen for safety reasons).

For each bias voltage, at least 6000 pulses were acquired and

averaged over pulse groups that showed similar peak heights

(see Fig. 9).

It is seen that, for the Be electrode diamond detector and

for the intense X-ray pulses, a high bias voltage, i.e. at least

160 V, must be applied. This corresponds to 4 V mm�1.

5.4. Linearity

Since the intensities of SASE pulses vary significantly it is

difficult to use standard methods, such as beam attenuation
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1 The conversion factor for the XPP monitor using a 0.1 mm-thick Si3N4 foil
and a gain setting with a 120 pF capacitor is 3� 1011 photons per 1 V output of
the charge-to-amplitude converter. During our measurement we used a 620 pF
capacitor and a 1 mm-thick Si3N4 foil, obtaining up to 5.5 V in amplitude. This
scales thus to about 3.2 � 1010 photons for the strongest pulses.



with calibrated filters or slit size reduction, for a linearity

check of the detectors. Instead, the integrated charge collected

by the detector can be compared with the signal obtained from

nearby Si p-i-n diodes monitors that are detecting scattered

photons. In our experiment, the closest monitors were yielding

ISi3 and Iarray2 as seen in Fig. 7. The signal of ISi3 is compared

with the integrated signal of the Be electrode detector for 5000

pulses in Fig. 8 (top right) and of the graphite electrode

detector in a similar way (bottom right) with the same scaling

of all signals. For the Be electrode detector, a high similarity

between the intensity detected in both detectors is observed.

For the graphite electrode detector, a good correspondence is

seen for the weakest signals (lower fringe of the 5000 pulses),

whereas the higher edge of the graphite electrode detector in

blue seems to vary less than the Si p-i-n diode in red (Fig. 8,

bottom right).

Instead of tracing both signals as a function of pulse

number, they can be visualized in a correlation plot, see

Fig. 10, where each photon pulse is represented as a point in a

ISi–Idiamond plot. The left-hand column uses Iarray2 and the right-

hand column uses ISi3. The best correlation is seen between the

Be electrode detector using a bias voltage of 160 V and the

Si p-i-n diode ISi3 positioned in the vicinity of the diamond

detector and detecting scattered radiation. Also, the Si p-i-n

diode array Iarray2 does show a high degree of correlation with

the Be electrode detector. The top row of Fig. 10 shows that

the Be detector readout is better correlated to any of the two

Si detectors than the Si detectors are correlated to each other,

hence demonstrating its capacity as a high-precision monitor.

The graphite electrode signal seems to be linear with

respect to the two Si detectors only for weak pulses, as seen

in Fig. 10 (lower figures). The initial slope of the graphite

detector is larger than the slope of the Be detector, which is

understandable as it is a consequence of the larger diamond

thickness. However, for slightly stronger pulses the signal

detected with the graphite detector is much lower than

expected. This is in agreement also with the fact that the

calculated number of charges for a strong pulse is roughly one

order of magnitude smaller than expected from the nominal

photon flux. We explain this behavior by a limited charge

carrier lifetime in the heteroepitaxially grown diamond,

together with a limited bias voltage. For low-intensity pulses,

the applied voltage is sufficient, so that the electric field does

not break down inside the diamond and the created charges

can be collected within the limited carrier lifetime. For higher-

intensity pulses, the created charge is reducing the applied

field, and the carrier collection time increases beyond the

carrier lifetime.

For future experiments, the field strength inside the

diamond needs to be increased by applying a higher bias

voltage and the charge carrier lifetime of the diamond can

be improved by a heteroepitaxial growth with a still lower

dislocation density.

5.5. Position sensitivity

Despite the non-linear behavior of the graphite detector for

strong SASE pulses it still offers the possibility of measuring

the position of the incident beam with some precision.

Fig. 11 shows how the graphite electrode detector was wired

in order to deliver current signals. The two signals I1 and I2 can

be combined to yield position information xin of the incident

pulses, given via

xin ¼ c
I1 � I2

I1 þ I2

� �
; ð8Þ

where c is a constant that needs to be chosen properly to

express xin in a suitable scale like millimeters. The lower left-

hand panel of Fig. 11 shows the magnitude of I1 and I2 as the

detector is translated in the slit-defined beam (0.2 mm �

0.2 mm). The bias voltage was again 100 V. The rise of one

signal as the respective electrode approaches the beam is

obvious while the other signal is decreasing. However, the
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Figure 9
Signal from the diamond detector with Be electrodes. The figure shows
typical shapes of the signal trace for different SASE pulse intensities, with
four different applied bias voltages (80, 100, 120 and 160 V).

Figure 10
Correlation plot between the diamond detector signal and two different
Si detectors: Iarray2 (left) and ISi3 (right). Top: Be electrode detector
(Ubias = 160 V). Bottom: graphite electrode detector (Ubias = 100 V).
The strongest signals correspond to about 3 � 1010 incident photons,
as explained in x5.2.



jitter in the beam’s center position and intensity leads to

strong variations in each of the signals. The lower right-hand

panel shows xin, as calculated using equation (8), for nine

different detector heights. For each detector height, 363 pulses

were collected and are plotted by individual small blue points.

The average of the 363 points is shown in dark blue and lies

well on the y = x diagonal, as c was chosen properly.

Unfortunately, the individual points scatter over a region

of 200 mm (the standard deviation is 65 mm), although a slit

selected a 0.2 mm� 0.2 mm large region of a larger beam. It is

therefore likely that this jitter has a big component from the

detector itself in addition to a pointing instability of the

incoming beam, but more conclusive tests need to be

conducted. Again, a bias voltage higher than the applied

100 V might improve the results.

6. Conclusion and outlook

We have discussed the boundary conditions for the detection

of hard X-ray FEL beam intensities using semi-transparent

solid-state monitors. Diamond is the detector material of

choice due to its outstanding thermal properties. Equally

important is the ability of the electrodes to withstand the

intense pulsed beams. We have manufactured and tested two

custom-made detectors employing diamonds of different

origin and with two different electrode materials, graphite and

beryllium. The tests have been performed in the unfocused

pink beam at the XCS station of LCLS. We found that the

application of bias voltages and field strengths much larger

than normally required for diamond

detectors used in synchrotron X-ray

beams is necessary to have a linear

detector response in the FEL case. High

bias voltages will maintain the electric

field and allow rapid charge separation

and collection before recombination,

even with a very high number of charges

created by the XFEL pulse. No beam

damage was experienced in the experi-

ment for either detector.

The Be electrode detector was slower

than expected, but still capable of

operating without pile-up at the

4.5 MHz frequency of the European

XFEL. A higher bias voltage would

accelerate the response of high-intensity

pulses. The Be detector showed a very

linear response with respect to

the incoming varying pulse intensities.

Fig. 10 demonstrates close correlation in

read-out between the Be detector and

the two Si detectors but it is not possible

to determine which one is more linear

from these correlation plots. If well

characterized, corrections could prob-

ably be applied to make any of these

intensity monitors linear over a wide

range of pulse energies.

The graphite detector, on the other hand, is very fast, with

a time constant in the range 2–3 ns. However, sufficient

linearity was only observed for weak pulses indicating a limit

in the number of collected charges. We explain this with a

short carrier lifetime in the heteroepitaxially grown diamond

and with a too low applied bias voltage Ubias during the

experiment.

In order to stabilize the electric field in the diamond

detector after the arrival of a high-intensity photon pulse, a

backup capacitance could be wired in parallel to the detector

(Griesmayer, 2015). This increases the capacitance Cdet and

should help in maintaining a high electric field for rapid charge

collection. Unfortunately, this will also increase the detector

time constant �. However, for operation at the European

XFEL, � is allowed to reach about 40 ns, as seen in Fig. 2. The

backup capacitance can then be designed accordingly,

Cbackup ¼
�target

Rtot

� Cdet: ð9Þ

Further investigations of the limits in bias voltage and the

optimum settings for XFEL applications are foreseen in

the future. Possibly, scCVD diamond has a different break-

down voltage than heteroepitaxially grown diamond. In our

experiments, the maximum values of the applied field were

4 V mm�1 and 1 V mm�1, respectively, for the Be and graphite

electrode detector. In the literature a breakdown field strength

of 1000 V mm�1 is often used for calculations, e.g. of the figure

of merit (Collins, 1994). In several recent studies on Schottky
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Figure 11
Position sensitivity of the graphite electrode detector. Top: wiring as a one-dimensional BPM. With
the X-ray beam impinging as shown, I1 will be higher than I2. Left: I1 ! Idown in cyan, I2 ! Iup in
orange. The individual pulse readouts are shown as points, and averages over 363 frames per
detector position are displayed as red and blue lines. Right: calculated position shot per pulse
(points) and average (line).



diodes (Teraji et al., 2007; Dutta et al., 2016) and in earlier

breakdown measurements on oriented diamond films on

silicon (Hessmer et al., 1994), maximum values of 1–

1.5 MV cm�1 have been found. According to these reports,

even bias voltages that could avoid a complete internal

shielding of the electric field by the extremely high electron–

hole pair densities encountered for the absorption of XFEL

pulses should be applicable (�100 V mm�1). However, in

order to limit the absolute voltages that have to be handled, a

detector thickness of 10 mm or lower would then be prefer-

able.

Thinner diamond detectors for XFEL applications will be

beneficial for many reasons: (a) less X-ray absorption, (b) less

signal attenuation required, (c) less created charges inside the

diamond and (d) a higher capacitance and thus more stored

charges. However, � will increase with thinner diamond so Be

electrodes might be preferred over graphite. Unfortunately,

Be is an unusual metal for electronics applications and can

present a health risk. For example, it was difficult to find a

partner for the wire-bonding between the Be electrode and

the PCB. To ease the wire-bonding, diamond plates with

lateral TiN contact pads reaching under the Be coating have

been prepared for future detectors.

For many applications, a larger detector surface is desirable.

This is possible using the heteroepitaxially grown diamond,

and work on thinner large diamond plates for this application

is ongoing. A further reduction of dislocation density in order

to increase the charge carrier lifetimes is necessary and tests

on the applicable voltage limits are to be performed. The

structural and chemical nature of the hot spots needs inves-

tigation in order to avoid them during sample preparation,

thereby achieving the most homogeneous response.

Diamond detectors in transmission may also be advanta-

geous as monitors for weak (monochromatic) XFEL beams

where detectors based on the detection of scattering can have

very weak signals.
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